AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT

1. CONTRACT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: GPO0022180
2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO.: P00029
3. EFFECTIVE DATE: See Block 16c
4. REQUESTING OFFICER/AGENCY/DEPARTMENT NAME AND ADDRESS:
   U.S. General Services Administration
   FAS-ITC/Office of Acquisition Operations
   1800 F Street, NW
   Washington, DC 20405
   571-329-8130
5. PROJECT NO. (If applicable): 
6. ISSUED BY: 
7. ADMINISTERED BY (If other than item 6): 

Core Technologies, Inc.
2800 Colonades Court
Norcross GA 30071

CODE: 843573713
FACILITY CODE: 1T5A1

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS.

☐ The above mentioned solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 11. The hour and date specified for receipt of offers is ☐ extended, ☐ is not extended.

☐ The contract and modification requirements in this amendment reflect the intended nature of the amendment and modification.

12. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (if required):

N/A

13. THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS; IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14.

☐ A. THIS CHANGE OR ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO: (Specify nature of change or order)
   ☐ EXPEDITING THE SERVICE OF A CONTRACT ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14, AND MADE IN THE CONTRACT ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 10A:

☐ B. THE ABOVE-REFERENCED CONTRACT ORDER IS MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES SUCH AS CHANGES IN ORDERING OFFICE, APPROPRIATIONS, ETC. SEEN IN BLOCK 14.
   PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 43.103(a)

☐ C. THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF
   Mutual Agreement of Both Parties-IAW FAR 43.103(a)(3)
   OTHER (Specify type of modification and authority)

14. IMPORTANT: Contractor is not X required to sign this document and return 1 copy to the issuing office.

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION (Organized by UCP section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible):

1. The purpose of this modification is to incorporate Core Technologies Inc.'s Submission Number CT00119.02a dated February 27, 2019. The submission Add: Optional Service – Commercial Fixed Satellite Service (CFSS) and Associated Prices to the contract.

2. The estimated dollar value of the contract remains unchanged.